Calculations demonstrate that with a minor modification conventional ab initio effective potentials can be employed in place of link atoms to truncate quantum regions in hybrid quantum 
Introduction
Despite tremendous advances in hardware and in computational methodology, ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) electronic structure calculations on large biological and chemical systems are still far from routine. However, if we wish to understand reaction processes in biological systems, or accurately model surface and solid-state chemical processes then this type of work is critical. The potential benefits of the extension of ab initio or DFT methods to large systems ranging from drug design and medicine to industrial applications are substantial.
In studying enzymatic systems, for instance, one faces the constant tradeoff between accuracy and expediency. Consequently, the most promising approaches for treating large systems to date apply high-level quantum mechanical (QM) techniques to the comparatively small reactive regions but use molecular mechanics (MM) to describe the bulk.
1-2 One of the major challenges of these hybrid QM/MM approaches has been how to artificially limit the quantum treatment without artifacts and complications resulting from the transition from quantum to classical mechanics at the QM/MM boundary. Over the last few years there has been a great deal of attention directed at this problem. 3 Among the most straight forward of QM/MM approaches are the IMOMM and ONIOM procedures outlined by Morokuma and coworkers. 4 In the IMOMM (Integrated Molecular Orbital/Molecular Mechanics) approach, which is a limiting case of the ONIOM technique, the centers of interest in a large molecular system are partitioned and capped by hydrogen atoms or methyl groups to form a smaller "model" system. The energy of the large system is evaluated by performing both QM and MM calculations on the model system and a MM calculation on the large or "real" system and taking differences. The advantage of the IMOMM approach is it's conceptual simplicity and trivial implementation. A drawback is that it does not allow for the direct electrostatic polarization of the QM regime by the MM portion of the molecule, but in addition there can also be problems associated with the truncation of the QM region and choice of boundaries. Shoemaker, Burggraf and Gordon 5 have recently modified the IMOMM implementation to increase flexibility at the QM/MM boundary and thereby decrease possible effects of partitioning choice on the result.
In most other QM/MM approaches, interactions between the QM and MM partitions are included explicitly in the Hamiltonian. This eliminates one of the concerns associated with the IMOMM approach, but capping of the quantum partition still remains problematic. To separate the QM and MM regions one must effectively break the bonds and at the same time satisfy the resulting open valences of the quantum region. This has been most commonly done by the addition of link atoms (LA), usually hydrogens, to complete the dangling bonds. The first QM/MM LA formulation was presented by Singh and Kollman. 6 The addition of the LA (not present in the original system) in the frontier bond region solves the dangling bond problem, but introduces distortions in the electric field. In a recent study by Karplus and coworkers, 7 it was found that the choice of the frontier between the QM and MM regions has a large effect on the electronic distribution in the QM region and the overall energy of the system and that special treatment of the frontier bond is required.
In their semiempirical self-consistent fragment procedure, Bersuker et al. 8 have extended the link atom approach to provide more explicit detail in the LA region and to facilitate charge transfer. This approach has been applied to biological systems, but to our knowledge, has not been extended to ab initio or DFT treatments.
An alternative approach to the frontier bond problem is the localized self-consistent field (LSCF) method of Rivail and coworkers. 9 In this method frozen localized orbitals, determined from small model systems are used to truncate the QM treatment at the frontier between the QM and MM systems. Philipp and Friesner have further refined the approach to allow optimization of the frontier bond lengths. 10 In their work they find it necessary to introduce MM point approach. 11 This procedure effectively replaces the link atom with a "carbon" with three frozen and one QM active sp 3 hybrids. The QM active hybrid corresponds to half the frozen bond in the LSCF approach. While it avoids some of the problems of the frozen bond at the QM/MM boundary, the method adds three frozen orbitals (six electrons) to the quantum system at each truncation point.
As with LA methods, LSCF and GHO approaches require that special care be taken in choosing the frontier bond. Reuter et al. 7 have found that atoms in the MM regions with large charges in close proximity to the frontier can lead to substantial errors in energy. In addition, variations in the electron population of the frozen orbital can have a significant affect on the energy of the system. Based on these findings, Reuter et al. conclude that LSCF procedures are less robust than LA methods but that similar results are obtained using both methods if special care is taken.
A third method for handling the QM/MM boundary has been developed by Yang and coworkers 12 involving an effective potential that replaces a boundary carbon. The effective potential can form a "pseudobond" with an adjacent carbon in the QM system, avoiding the additional atomic centers of the LA approach and the special basis set manipulations of the LSCF and GHO procedures. Using a small molecule training set, a seven valence electron effective potential is paramatized to mimic normal C-C bond energetics. The extra three electrons are to satisfy open valences and thereby avoid the need for either LAs or the three frozen hybrids of the GHO method. As with the GHO method, this adds six electrons to the quantum system for each pseudobond. Because it employs a conventional effective potential formulation, minimal programming is required for implementation. A similar pseudohalogen approach has been used in Hyperchem. 13 Thiel and coworkers 14 have looked at the QM/MM boundary problem in terms of various QM/MM coupling models and propose a "connection atom" method similar to references 12 and 13, but with the connecting carbon parametrized for a single valence electron. With only a single electron per connection center, this approach has a substantial advantage over the pseudohalogen methods, but it has only been implemented in a semiempirical form.
An interesting alternative QM/MM approach has been devised by Gordon and coworkers using effective potentials, much like those derived for atoms in pure QM treatments. This method has been used to study solvation effects as well as biological systems. 15 Recent work has adapted the method to treat covalent boundary problems using an LSCF type approach. 16 The LSCF and GHO approaches use frozen orbitals to define the edge of the quantum space, such that coulombic, etc., interactions between the frozen orbitals and the active space can be computed in a normal manner. Poteau and co-workersby which such interactions are included via an effective group potential (EGP), thereby avoiding frozen orbitals. This method uses an expansion of projection operators to mimic the interactions between the active electrons and the missing valence electrons on a single-electron boundary atom.
In spite of its drawbacks the real appeal of the link atom approach is it's conceptual simplicity, its ease of implementation and the minimal computational cost. The various frozen orbital (LSCF, GHO, etc.) all require substantial programming for implementation. The pseudohalogen method adds enough electrons to the quantum region, that one wonders if a better approach wouldn't be to use a conventional carbon effective potential with its three unused valences capped by hydrogens. The EGP method reduces the boundary to a single electron case, but adds an integral set. What is clearly needed is a one-electron carbon effective potential along the lines of Thiel and coworkers 14 but for ab initio quantum systems.
The development of effective core potentials (ECPs) over the past two decades 18 has extended the applicability of standard QM techniques to heavy elements. These one-electron ECP operators replace the core electrons in heavy atoms and have been successfully employed in hundreds of applications. We have recently realized that one or two-electron potentials could also be derived for key elements (carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, etc.) using basically the same formalism, but for use in capping quantum regions in hybrid QM/MM calculations. These quantum capping potentials (QCPs) could be used to model the electronic character of a methyl group at the QM/MM boundary, in the same manner as in the pseudohalogen approach but at a substantially reduced cost in terms of numbers of electrons that must be explicitly treated in the QM region.
In many cases this would allow one to extend the size of the QM region relative to the pseudohalogen or GHO approaches. Because of the use of conventional effective potential expansions, QCPs could be employed in most instances without significant code modifications.
Because of the small number of electrons, this approach would be applicable to problems involving solids or surface reactions where the QM and MM regions may be highly covalently connected. As compared to the LSCF approaches, this method would allow flexibility in the electron distribution at the QCP carbon and in the region between the QCP and its covalently bonded QM neighbor, and in implementation would avoid LSCF and EGP basis set manipulations. Implementation in the IMOMM formalism would be trivial in most instances.
As compared to the link atom approach it would allow for an essentially seamless transition between the QM and MM regions in that the QCP would be a member of both sets. Interactions between the QCP and the MM or QM atoms would be accounted for in a straight forward manner consistent with the definitions of those two regions. In the following sections we describe the generation of 1-electron carbon QCPs using conventional ab initio means. These potentials are then used in place of link atoms in test calculations to determine their applicability for capping quantum regions in hybrid QM/MM calculations.
Method
Nonrelativistically an effective potential can be written in the form,
[ ] charge is perfectly shielded by the core electron density, but at shorter r will introduce a negative potential due to incomplete shielding. Finally, for l corresponding to occupied core orbitals, the will also include a Pauli repulsion that prevents collapse of the valence orbitals into the U l core. In practice it is found that for l greater than the highest l in the core (L-1) the are U l reduced to simple shielding operators such that the l expansion in Eq.
(1) can be truncated at L without significant error. For use with conventional codes the individual are fitted to
U l
Gaussian expansions in the usual form,
While one could generate a one-valence potential directly by the conventional method using atomic orbitals and inverting the Fock equation, the atomic orbitals differ sufficiently from the molecular bond-orbitals that a reasonable representation of either the shielding or Pauli repulsion will not result. On the other hand, if we go to the bond orbital or localized orbital picture to generate potentials we will lose spherical symmetry and would be forced to add projectors and an additional effective potential integral set as in the EGP approach. However the success of the simple link atom approach (Reuter et al. 7 found little difference in accuracy between the LA and the LSCF or GHO methods) suggests that a properly chosen spherical potential might be quite effective. In the following section we describe the generation of a simple one-electron effective potential or quantum capping potential, QCP, for carbon, based on a conventional four-electron ECP but with additional spherical shielding and Pauli terms chosen to reproduce model molecular properties.
Calculations and Results
We start by generating a normal four-electron ECP based on the sp 3 neutral carbon atomic configuration using the conventional approach and software. 18 The ECP was then fitted to a minimal Gaussian expansion as in Eq. (3) that is listed in Table I . From this ECP we generated four one-electron QCPs by adding shielding and then Pauli terms to match molecular properties obtained from calculations on our model molecule, H 3 C-CH 3 , and its QCP analogue, C QCP -CH 3 .
All-electron HF/6-31G(d,p) optimized geometries were used throughout the parametrization process. SCF calculations were carried out using Gaussian98 20 with 6-31G(d,p) basis sets for the non-QCP centers. A primitive (5s 5p 1d) even-tempered basis set 21 was used for the QCP carbons to avoid basis set dependencies.
In order to shift three of the four valence electrons from the conventional ECP into the core we need to add a shielding correction that goes approximately as -3/r near the origin but goes more quickly to zero at large distances. We therefore added the Gaussian function, Table I. To be useful, the QCP must also reproduce structural parameters and in Figures 1 and 2 we show all-electron and QCP energy curves for the CH bond length and the CCH bond angle, respectively, computed from QCP1. While it gives an excellent representation of the CH bond length, the CCH angle is shifted -4 degrees and has a somewhat smaller force constant. In an attempt to mimic the repulsion lost due to the missing hydrogens on C QCP , we then added a weak diffuse Pauli term in the form of two simple Gaussians with exponents differing by a factor of two and coefficients of opposite sign so as to minimize disruption of the short range shielding.
By adjusting exponents and coefficients (as well as the screening coefficient) we were able to reduce the error in the CCH angle by about 2 degrees while increasing errors in charges by up 0.04. The resulting QCP2 expansion is given in Table I . The CCH improvement can be seen in Figure 2 and as shown in Figure 1 , there is only a slight shift in the CH bond curve.
The increased error in charges on the all-electron centers is presumably due to the weakly repulsive Pauli potential of QCP2 overlapping the region around the all-electron carbon. To counter the effect we added a weakly attractive term to the all-electron carbon, resulting in a twocenter QCP3 as listed in Table I . While this QCP gives excellent charges, it can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 that there is little benefit relative to QCP2 in the two-center approach for structures.
For the three QCPs discussed so far, the distances between the QCP carbon and the allelectron carbon were fixed at the all-electron optimized value. Indeed most methods proposed for truncating the QM space in hybrid MM/QM calculations require that such bond lengths be frozen relative to the QM optimization. On the other hand there may be considerable benefit in a QCP with a Pauli term sufficiently strong to give a reasonable representation of the C QCP -C bond energetics in that such a strongly repulsive term might go a long way toward preventing an unphysical collapse of a molecular fragment from the QM region into the MM or boundary space. With this in mind we added a substantially stronger, but shorter range, Pauli term constructed from three simple Gaussians with closely spaced exponents and coefficients of alternation signs, again, to minimize the impact on the short range screening. Even so we were forced to substantially increase the screening potential to counter errors in charges. Exponents and coefficients were adjusted to approximately match the all-electron C-C bond length and the -CH 3 group charge. The resulting QCP4 Gaussian expansion is given in Table I and corresponding Mulliken charges in Table II . The addition of the stronger potential does not affect the CH bond length, but improves the CCH angle as seen in Figures 1 and 2 . Figure 3 shows the C QCP -C bond energy surface along with the all-electron curve for comparison. While the agreement is not perfect (the QCP force constant is somewhat smaller than all-electron) it is remarkable that such a simple approach will give even a vaguely reasonable representation of the bond when one considers the complexity and non-sphericity of the "real" Pauli interaction.
A fundamental assumption of virtually all effective potential approaches is the perfect shielding of the nucleus by electrons frozen into the core. This assumption works extremely well for a compact core but that's not what we're dealing with in this instance, and one will undoubtably see errors when a QCP and all-electron nucleus get close enough together that the perfect shielding approximation fails. The fall-off of the inner repulsive part of the QCP4 curve in Figure 3 at distances shorter than about 1.4 ÿ is due to just such an error. However since the screening term in the QCP represents the potential due to the partially screened nucleus, one can easily compute the correction from the charges of the all-electron nuclei and the distances to the QCP center. An additional line in Figure 3 shows the QCP4 curve with the screening correction added in. This correction affects only the nucleus-nucleus interactions and, if needed, could be easily added to virtually any QM code.
In addition to C QCP -CH 3 charges and structural parameters, we've also used the four QCPs to compute Mulliken charges and the protonation energy for histidine for comparison with allelectron and link-atom results. All-electron geometry optimizations were carried out at the HF/6-31G(d) level for both the protonated and non-protonated forms. In the QCP calculations, the alpha carbon of the all-electron protonated geometry was replaced by a QCP and the amine and acid groups eliminated. The distance between the QCP and the beta carbon was then frozen at the protonated histidine value and the remaining portion of the molecule reoptimized with and without the extra ring proton. These QCP optimizations also employed the 6-31G(d) basis set, except for the QCP, for which the even-tempered basis set employed earlier was used. Link atom calculations were carried out in the same manner as for the QCP, except that the alpha carbon was replaced by a hydrogen atom and the distance between the hydrogen and the beta carbon was scaled down by a factor of 0.82109 before being frozen. Bond scaling is a fundamental component of the link atom approach and the particular scaling factor used here was taken from the Gaussian98 ONIOM formulation. The link atom calculations used the 6-31G(d) basis set throughout. To estimate the effect of eliminating the acid and amine groups in histidine we also did all-electron calculations on ethylimidazole by replacing the histidine alpha carbon by a CH 3 group and freezing the alpha-beta C-C bond distance as in the QCP calculations. The 6-31G(d) basis set was again used. Corresponding Mulliken charges for protonated histidine, as well as protonation energies, are shown in Table III. for the ring elements with differences in the neighborhood of 0.03 or smaller. Histidine protonation energies are given in the last row of Table III . Errors relative to the all-electron histidine value range from 1.1 to 2.6 kcal/mol for the various QCPs. The same errors relative to the all-electron ethylimidazole value range from 1.2 to 2.7 kcal/mol. The link atom value differs by 5.3 kcal/mol from all-electron histidine and by 1.5 from ethylimidazole.
Discussion and Summary
The addition of a simple shielding potential to the conventional ECP, as in QCP1, gives a remarkably good representation of molecular structure given the simplicity of the method, The 4-electron ECP (C0 of Table I ) was generated for this work in order to minimize the size of the QCP Gaussian expansions. Other than the minimal expansion length it is no different from other shape consistent carbon ECPs already reported in the literature. 22 Indeed, in principle there is no reason the shielding and Pauli terms listed in columns C1 through C4 of Table I couldn't be used with the shape consistent type potentials as published by various other groups. 23 Furthermore, as long as one makes the assumption (as we have done here) that the screening potential should go rapidly to zero at the nearest neighbor bond length then generating a potential such as QCP1 using ECPs from the literature requires minimal effort and expertise.
In summary, our calculations show that simple one-valence-electron quantum capping potentials for elements such as carbon or oxygen, that freeze a substantial portion of the valence electron density along with the core, can be generated from conventional ab initio ECPs by the addition of spherical screening and Pauli repulsion terms. The specific forms of the screening and Pauli terms were chosen for compatibility with current ECP codes and to reproduce allelectron molecular charges and structures for a model system. In the histidine comparisons the QCPs give substantially better charges, especially near the QM boundary, as compared to the link atom approach, and our QCP1 gives a better protonation energy. Employing QCPs with codes, such as Gaussian98, that include an ECP option in their normal QM package is straight forward and no more difficult than using link atoms. Indeed, because of the bond length scaling and resulting additional centers required for the link atoms, the QCP approach might even be a simplification.
It is a relatively simple process to generate one-electron QCPs for other key elements of biological interest such as nitrogen, oxygen or sulphur, etc., and we expect to make such QCPs be available in the near future. But we are also looking into refinements in the selection of the Pauli potentials that might provide a more theoretically satisfactory and accurate representation without losing the spherical symmetry. The inclusion of a strong Pauli potential would substantially reduce the likelihood of a non-physical collapse of the quantum system into the non-quantum region. In addition to refinements of the method, we are also looking into applications of biological interest (including enzyme reactions) as well as systems of industrial and defense interest. Table III. 
